The relationship between thermal decomposition temperature and structure of a new data set of eighty monomers of different polymers were studied by multiple linear regression (MLR). The stepwise method was used in order to variable selection. The best descriptors were selected from over 1400 descriptors including; topological, geometrical, electronic and hybrid descriptors. The effect of number of descriptors on the correlation coefficient (R) and F-ratio were considered. Two models were suggested, one model having four descriptors (R 2 = 0.894, Q 2 cv = 0.900, F = 172.1) and other model involving 13 descriptors (R 2 = 0.956, Q 2 cv = 0.956, F = 125.4).
Introduction
Nowadays, before synthesizing a new material, database searching can provide information on related reactions to assist in designing viable pathways to synthesize it. In addition, computational chemistry can help to determine whether these pathways are favored from the thermodynamic point of view. Quantitative structure-property relationships (QSPR) studies can help to predict the properties of the compound of interest. The concept of QSPR is to transform searches for compounds with desired properties using chemical institution and experience into a mathematically quantified and computerized form. Once a correlation between structure and property found, any number of compounds, including those not yet synthesized, can be readily screened on computer in order to select structures with the properties desired. Thus, QSPR approach conserves resources and accelerates the process of development of new molecules for use as any purpose.
The different properties of polymer such as thermal stability, viscosity and dielectric constant, have been studied by QSPR. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Thermal stability of a material is stability against degradation upon exposure to elevated temperatures in an inert environment. Polymers are often exposed to high temperatures during processing and/or use. Thus, thermal stability is among the most important properties of polymers for a wide range of applications. 8 Thermal stability can be expressed with the temperature of ten percent of decomposition T d,10% , which is defined as temperature at which 10% loss of weight during pyrolysis was recorded by TGA at a heating rate of 10 °C/min. It can be also described with the molar thermal decomposition function Y d,1/2 that correlates T d,1/2 , with an equation: Y d,1/2 = T d,1/2 × M (M is the molecular weight per repeating unit). T d,1/2 is defined same T d,10% , only for half decomposition.
Although there are numerous techniques for measuring thermal stability, it is difficulty to interpret the data and/or to compare data obtained in different laboratories or under different test condition. 8, 9 Some researchers have found that Y d,1/2 values for polymers can be estimated on the basis of quantitative structure-property relationship models. [10] [11] [12] [13] One of the best-known examples of the group additive approach is that of van Krevelen. 10 This method provides a rapid and computationally inexpensive approach to the estimation of Y d,1/2 value, but is purely empirical approach and limited to systems composed only of functional groups that have been previously investigated. Furthermore, the group contributions method is only approximate since this approach fails to account for the presence of neighboring groups or conformational influences. Bicerano extended the group additive concept for the prediction of Y d,1/2 , based on 21 topological and constitutional descriptors. 8 There are too many descriptors involved in the models though the predictions are good accuracy. In addition, Sun et al. obtained two kinds of calculated models on polymeric Y d,1/2 by artificial neural networks for linear chain polymers. 11 After this work, Sun et al. further built two models on polymeric Y d,1/2 for the same polymeric data set by fuzzy set theory. 12 The group average method is used to calculate the descriptors for two models, and the connectivity indexes method is used for them.
On the other hand, the quantum chemical descriptors used in QSPR models encode information about the electronic structure of the molecule and thus implicitly account for the cooperative effects between functional groups, charge redistribution, and possible hydrogen bonding in the polymer. 14 The two quantum chemical descriptors, obtained from the monomers of vinyl polymers were used to predict the molar thermal decomposition function Y d,1/2 . A more physically meaningful quantitative structure-property relationship (QSPR) model obtained from the training set with multiple linear stepwise regression analysis. 7 The goal is to find one equation that is function of a small number of structure-based molecular descriptors that accurately predicts the experimental property. We must balance between increasing in number of molecular descriptors in the selected model and increasing in accuracy of it. This paper is the first time to produce a robust QSPR model that could predict T d,10% values for polymers with different structure and family by using 1497 descriptors in 18 groups, which are calculated from the monomers of polymers by PM3 semi-empirical method. The effect of number of descriptors on statistical parameters has been analysed.
Material and Methods
Data set. One of the steps necessary for this research was the assembly of a data set. A number of structurally heterogeneous addition linear polymers were selected. The reported experimental data have been taken from Refs. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The Thermal stability evaluation of the resulting polymers was carried out by TGA/DTG in nitrogen at a heating rate of 10 °C/min. The thermograms of these polymers were almost similar with each other.
It is impossible to calculate descriptors directly for an entire molecule because all the polymers have wide distribution of molecular weight and possess high molecular weight. As we know, if the molecular weight is high enough, the terminal groups hold only a very small proportion in a polymer and its effect on the properties can be ignored. Molecular descriptors calculated directly from the structure of the repeat units can be used for the study of QSPRs for polymers, since all the properties depends on the chemical structure of the polymer molecule, and all this structure was conditioned by the repeat unit structure. Therefore, we adopt this method and focus on the following model to calculate molecular descriptors. The structures for polymers were endcapped with last group of opposing side. In the next step, the molecular structure of monomer compounds used in the polymerization of polymers, were used to determine the molecular descriptors of polymers. After providing the data set, all molecules (monomer of polymer) were drawn into Hyperchem software 26 and optimized using the PM3 semiempirical method 4, 27 in Hyperchem and thereafter, topological, geometric, and electronic features of each molecule were calculated by the descriptor generation routines Dragon. 28 Topological descriptors provide information about molecular shape and connectivity. Examples of these include the electrotopological state indices and molecular distance edge information geometric descriptors encode features such as shapes shadow projections, and solvent accessible surface areas. Electronic descriptors describe the electronic environment that exists within the molecule such as partial charges on each atom. There are also several hybrid descriptors, which combine several aspects of molecules molecular descriptors were calculated from the molecular structure of molecules by means of Dragon software. 28 Stepwise multiple regression. In QSPR studies, the goal is to find one or more equations that are functions of a small number of structure based molecular descriptors that accurately predict the experimental property. As it is possible to generate a large number of molecular descriptors for each compound in the data set, the problem becomes how to efficiently select the set of molecular descriptors that yield an accurate relationship. If a method is sufficiently fast, it can be used to generate relationships with different numbers of molecular descriptors. The most commonly used method for this problem is the stepwise approach, which can run forward or backward.
Stepwise method was used to select the most appropriate descriptors. It is a popular technique that combines forward selection and backward elimination. It is essentially a forward selection approach, but at each step it considers the possibility of deleting a variable as in the backward elimination approach, provided that the number of model variables is greater than two. The two basic elements of the stepwise method are forward selection and backward elimination. In the forward selection the variable considered for inclusion at any step is the one yielding the largest single degree of freedom F-ratio among the variables that are eligible for inclusion. Consequently, at each step, the j th variable is added to a k-size model if (1) In the above inequality RSS is the residual sum of squares and s is the mean square error. The subscript k + j refers to quantities computed when the j th variable is added to the k variables that are already included in the model. In backward elimination the variable considered for elimination at any step is the one yielding the minimum single degree of freedom F-ratio among the variables that are included in the model. The variable is eliminated only if the corresponding F-ratio does not exceed a specified value F out . Consequently, at each step, the j th variable is eliminated from the k-size model if (2) The subscript k-j refers to quantities computed when the j th variable is eliminated from the k variables that have been included in the model so far. The variable selection was done by stepwise method which implemented in SPSS software.
Cross-validation technique. The reliability of the proposed method was explored using the cross-validation method. Based on this technique, a number of modified data sets are created by deleting in each case one or a small group (leave-some-out) of objects. [29] [30] [31] For each data set, an inputoutput model is developed, based on the utilized modeling technique. Each model is evaluated, by measuring its accuracy in predicting the responses of the remaining data (the ones that have not been utilized in the development of the model). In particular, the leave-one-out (LOO) procedure was utilized in this study, which produces a number of models, by deleting each time one object from the training set. Obviously, the number of models produced by the LOO procedure is equal to the number of available examples n.
Prediction error sum of squares (PRESS) is a standard index to measure the accuracy of a modeling method based on the cross-validation technique. Based on the PRESS and SSY (sum of squares of deviations of the experimental values from their mean) statistics, the Q 2 and S PRESS values can be easily calculated. The formulae used to calculate all the aforementioned statistics are presented below (Eqs. (3) and (4)):
(3)
For a more exhaustive testing of the predictive power of the model, except from the classical LOO cross-validation technique, validation of the model was carried out by a leave one-out (LOO) cross validation procedure. From the training set we randomly selected one compound. Each group was left out and that group was predicted by the model developed from the remaining observations. This procedure was carried out several times.
Estimation of the predictive ability of a QSPR model. According to Tropsha 32 the predictive power of a QSPR model can be conveniently estimated by an external R 2 cv;ext (Eq. (5)). (5) where is the averaged value for the dependent variable for the training set. Furthermore, the same group 32,33 considered a QSAR model predictive, if the following conditions are satisfied:
or (8) 1,3-bis(3,4-dicarboxybenzamido)benzene dianhydride and 2,2'-bis(4-aminophenoxy)-1,1'-binaphthyl 522 24 1,3-bis(3,4-dicarboxybenzamido)benzene dianhydride and 4-p-biphenyl-2,6-bis(4-aminophenyl)pyridine 518 25 2,2'-bis(N-trimellitoyl)-1,1'-binaphthyl and resorcinol 566 26 2,2'-bis(N-trimellitoyl)-1,1'-binaphthyl and hydroquinone 575 27 2,2'-bis(N-trimellitoyl)-1,1'-binaphthyl and 4,4'-dihydroxybiphenyl 573 28 2,2'-bis(N-trimellitoyl)-1,1'-binaphthyl and 2,2'-dihydroxy-1,1'-binaphthyl 577 29 2,2'-bis(N-trimellitoyl)-1,1'-binaphthyl and m-phenylene diamine 579 Mathematical definitions of , , k and are based on regression of the observed activities against predicted activities and vice versa (regression of the predicted activities against observed activities). The definitions are presented clearly in Golbraikh et al. 33 Results and Discussion Table 1 shows data set for 80 different groups including poly(amide-imide), poly(ester-imide) and poly(urethaneimide) of polymers and their thermal decomposition temperature which are taken from Refs. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
The data of T d,10% in Table 1 are divided into a training set and a validation set. The former includes 50 polymeric (1-50) T d,10% values; while the latter with 30 polymers (51-80) data are obtained from the experimental data of T d,10% . Training set is used to build a QSPR model, which is evaluated with the validation set. It is impossible to calculate descriptors directly for an entire molecule because all polymers have wide distribution of molecular weights and possess high molecular weights. Molecular descriptors calculated directly from the structure of the monomers can be used on the study of QSPR models for polymers, since all the properties depend on the chemical structure of the polymer molecule, and all this structure is conditioned by the monomer structure.
Stepwise method selects the descriptors step-by-step. The best 13 selected descriptors among 1497 descriptors were tabulated in Table 2 . They are belongs to different class of descriptors such as autocorrelation, 3D-MoRSE, topological, shape and aromaticity. 28 Molecular descriptors based on the autocorrelation function AC l , defined as:
Where f(x) is any function of variable x and l is the lag representing an interval of x; a and b defined the total studied interval of the function. The function f(x) is usually time-dependent function such as a time dependent electrical signal, or a spatial-dependent function such as the population density in space. Function AC l is a summation of the function value products calculated at x and x + l. To obtain spatial autocorrelation molecular descriptors, function f(x) is any physico-chemical property calculated for each molecule, such as atomic mass, polarizability, etc. Therefore, the molecule atom represents the set of discrete points in space and the atomic property evaluated at those points. AC descriptors can also be calculated for 2D and 3D-spatial molecular geometry. In 2D case the distribution of a molecular property can be a mathematical function f(x, y) for each point. The most well known autocorrelation descriptors are a) Moran coefficient (I(d)) and b) Geary coefficient c(d).
General index of spatial Moarn autocorrelation that, if applied to a molecular graph, can be defined as: (11) In addition Geary descriptors are defined as: (12) Where w i is any atomic property, is its average value on the molecule. A is the atom number, d is the considered topological distance (i.e. the lag in autocorrelation terms), δ ij is a Kronecker delta (δ ij = 1 if d ij = d, zero otherwise), Δ is the sum of the Kronecker deltas, i.e. the number of vertex pairs at distance equal to d. 28 The Moran coefficient usually takes a values in the interval [−1, +1]. Positive autocorrelation corresponds to positive values of the coefficient whereas negative autocorrelation produces negative values. The Geary coefficient, c(d) 28 is a distance type function varying from zero to infinity. Strong autocorrelation produces low values of this index; moreover, positive autocorrelation translates into values between 0, and 1 whereas negative autocorrelation produce values larger than 1; therefore the reference "no correlation" is c = 1.
3D-MoRSE descriptors (3D-Molecule Representation of Structure based on Electron diffraction) are based on the idea of obtaining information from the 3D atomic coordinates by the transform used in electron diffraction studies for preparing the practical scattering curves. 28 A generalized scattering function called the molecular transform, can be used as the functional basis for deriving, from a known molecular structure, the specific analytic relationship at both X-ray and electron diffraction.
Molecular eccentricity (ε): Among the eigenvalue-based descriptors, molecular eccentricity is a shape descriptor obtained from the eigenvalues, λ, of the inertia matrix I defined as follow 28 :
Where ε = 0 corresponds to spherical top molecules and ε = 1 to linear molecules.
It is a shape descriptor defined by analogy with the eccentricity of ellipse, which is defined: (14) Where l M and l m are the lengths of the major and minor elliptical axes, respectively.
BCUT descriptors: defined as eigenvalues of a modified connectivity matrix, which could be called Burden matrix B. 28 The B matrix is defined as the following: The diagonal elements B ii are the atomic number Z i of the atoms; the offdiagonal elements B ij representing two bonded atoms i and j are equal to π * .10 −1 where π * is conventional bond order, i.e. 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.15 for single, double, triple and aromatic bond respectively; off-diagonal elements B ij corresponding to terminal bonds are augmented by 0.01; all other matrix elements are set a 0.001.
One aim of this work is also studying the effect of number of descriptors on the some statistical parameters such as correlation coefficient (R) and F ratio (F). The stepwise method in SPSS automatically selects descriptors. In each step, one descriptor is added. In this method 13 descriptors were selected step by step. Each step usually named as a model. Figure 1 shows the effect of number of descriptors on the R and F variations. Increasing the number of descriptors increases the R and F up to four descriptors. After that, we see increment of R and decrement of F up to thirteenth descriptor. It must be noted that after inclusion of fourth descriptor the variation of R is not significant (the curve is smooth and has lower slope). Thus we have two regions, one before fourth descriptors another after it. We named for simplicity the model which having four descriptors as model 1 and model which having thirteen descriptors as model 2.
Before model 1 we have lower R after that we have lower F. Thus model 1 which has highest F and lowest number of descriptors and regional R is the best model.
The effect of number of descriptors on the correlation coefficient (R) and F-ratio (F) shown in Figure 1 . It is observed that R is increased due to increasing the number of descriptors. But, F-ratio increases up to descriptor 4 and then be decays downward to descriptor 13. The optimum model is that has higher R, F and smaller number of descriptors. Thus, in this work we selected two models, one model including four descriptors (model 1) and other including thirteen descriptors (model 2).
By carrying out the correlation between the molar thermal Table 1 ) with four and thirteen descriptors using stepwise regression analysis, two models obtained (Table 3) . Table 3 includes coefficients of two equations for both models. Coefficient of each descriptor, related mean effect and standard error for them are listed in the table. Negative coefficient shows the reverse trend of that descriptor and thermal decomposition temperature. Mean effect represents the effect of each descriptors on T d,10% Present version of Dragon software calculates 1497 descriptors in 18 different classes belong to atomic constitution, atomic correlation, molecular topology, steric properties and so on. All of them are physico-chemical properties. The selected physico-chemical properties meaning defined in the above by formula. But they may be not popular as well as molecular weight, volume, polarity and…. Correlation between T d,10% and these selected descriptors were taken in Table 3 . We can write it as following equation for model 1:
T d,10% = −460.310(MATS2e) − 1061.106(GATS1v) + 115.397(GATS8e) + 988.222(HATS5v) + 1314.393 (15) These four variables were briefly defined in the Table 2 and discussed with more detailed in the above. Negative and positive coefficients make decreases and increases T d,10% , respectively. T d,10% and more customary descriptors have weak correlation, so that they have not been selected in here. Also some of reports in the literature used descriptors which are similar to our descriptors and were not discussed detailed definition of descriptors. 34 Variables in the model 1 and 2, are topological or geometrical. Variables in model 1 are two dimensional descriptors, namely they depend on two variable coordinates such as x and y or x and z or y and z. While variables in model 2 are two and three dimensional.
Two dimensional properties may be due to surface dependent properties, such as aromaticity. On the other hand, some part of our sample molecules have aromatic nature. Thus, significantly appearance of two dimensional properties may be due necessity for coplanarity.
The predicted versus experimental T d,10% values for model 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 2 . It is clearly represented that both model are satisfactory and model 2 has slightly higher correlation coefficient relative to model 1. But model 1 has lower higher F and lower number of descriptors. Thus model 1 is the better model.
The Leave-One-Out (LOO) cross-validation method is adopted to test the internally predictive ability for Eq. (3) for two models. The cross-validation Q 2 cv;int value for medel 1 is 0.885. Then the model is evaluated externally using the test set of 30 polymers (in Table 1 − )/R 2 < 1, (R 2 − )/R 2 < 0.1 (3) k and k' are between 0.85 and 1.15. The cited statistical parameters for models 1 and 2 were listed in Table 4 . Thus, in model 1 T d,10% (pred) = 0.925 T d,10% (exp) + 41.04 n = 80 F = 172 S = 18.6 R 2 = 0.894 (16) And in model 2 T d,10% (pred) = 0.950 T d,10% (exp) + 28.39 n = 80 F = 125 S = 12.5 R 2 = 0.956 (17) It is obvious that our results satisfy the generally accept condition. Therefore, the QSPR model obtained in this paper is suitable for making accurate prediction outside of the training set of polymers. According to the Sig.-test (see Table 2 ), the descriptors appearing in correlation equations are significant descriptors. The standard errors of estimation in Eq. (5) for model 1 and 2 are 18.6 K and 12.5, respectively.
Finally, an overview on the total results, shows that, increasing the number of descriptors increases the R, but F up to fourth descriptors then decreases after that descriptor. Thus, model 1 is optimum model which have lower number of descriptors and higher F and acceptable R.
Conclusion
The QSPR is a method in order to prediction of polymer properties. In this work, a number of descriptors have been selected among a large number of descriptors. The selected descriptors were belongs to different class of descriptors such as: topological, electronic, geometrical and hybrid descriptors. The effect of number of descriptors also was addressed. On the basis of this effect, two models were presented. The model which having less number of descriptors, has lower correlation coefficient, lower cross validation and higher F-ratio. The optimum model is one which has higher R, higher F and lower number of descriptors. Thus, It seems those model which having four descriptors is optimum and better model.
